Cisco

Exam Questions 300-465
CLDDES Designing the Cisco Cloud
NEW QUESTION 1
When considering a private cloud integrated infrastructure, which solution is prebuilt and tested before being delivered to a customer only using Cisco, and VMware?

A. FlexPod  
B. VBlock  
C. NFS  
D. VSPEX  
E. SAN

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 2
An administrator is designing a cloud environment to support multi-tenancy. The customers will share infrastructure, applications. Which two design concerns should have priority? (Choose two)

A. core layer segmentation  
B. to ensure that proper upgrade protocols are planned out  
C. VM segmentation and database segmentation  
D. to ensure that proper security and isolation protects tenants from the risks they pose to one another  
E. data center infrastructure segmentation

Answer: BD

NEW QUESTION 3
A cloud administrator is designing role-based access control security policies for a private Cloud. Which two statements are the goals of these policies? (Choose two)

A. to ensure that no known security vulnerabilities are present  
B. to protect data center integrity in case of a link failure in any layer  
C. to provide content security services  
D. to reduce security risks when accessing the data center  
E. to control access so that administrators have access only to systems for which they have administrative responsibilities

Answer: AB

NEW QUESTION 4
Which three hypervisors are able to support High Availability for virtual Machines? (Choose three)

A. Microsoft Virtual PC  
B. Citrix  
C. Parallels Desktop  
D. HyperV  
E. RedHat  
F. VMWare

Answer: BCF

NEW QUESTION 5
Which three features are provided by the Cisco Secure Cloud Extension? (Choose three)

A. new model for mapping applications to the network  
B. advanced switching features for applications that run in the provider cloud  
C. web portals that generate revenue  
D. support for services such as zone-base firewall and routing in the provider cloud  
E. designed to abstract the instantiation of network policy and forwarding from basic network constructs (VLANs and subnets)  
F. secure Layer 2 network extension (from a private cloud to a provider cloud)

Answer: BDF

NEW QUESTION 6
Which three statements about thick provisioning are true? (Choose three)

A. Unused space is available (or use by other virtual machines.  
B. Disk has all space allocated at creation time  
C. Before writing to a new block, a zero must be written  
D. The entire disk space is reserved and is unavailable (or use by other virtual machines.  
E. The size of the VMDK, at any point in time, is as much as the amount of data written out from the VM.  
F. Operates by allocating disk storage space in a flexible manner among multiple users, based on the minimum space required by each user at any given time.

Answer: BCD

NEW QUESTION 7
Which statement about thin provisioning is true?
NEW QUESTION 8
Which option does not relate to the zero trust model?

A. secure access
B. orchestration
C. intrusion protection system
D. segmentation

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 9
Which two storage connectivity types are most widely used for VMFS datastores? (Choose two)

A. iSCSI
B. FC/FCoE
C. NFS
D. CIFS
E. SCSI

Answer: AB

NEW QUESTION 10
A UCS Director administrator must migrate a VM from a hypervisor to a public cloud in which two ways can this task be accomplished? (Choose two)

A. You can perform vMotion and Storage vMotion simultaneously on a running VM.
B. VH Migration can occur using the Migrate VM wizard.
C. You can add the Mutate VM task from the Cisco UCS Director task library to a workflow for migration.
D. vMotion or Storage vMotion can be triggered through Virtual > Migration menu.

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 11
A cloud administrator is designing security policies for a hybrid cloud using Cisco Intercloud Fabric. Which two security capabilities does Intercloud Fabric provide for hybrid clouds? (Choose two)

A. open access cloud VMs
B. Encrypted VM to VM communication
C. open access site-to-site communication
D. role-based access control on cloud resources

Answer: BD

NEW QUESTION 12
Which three cloud providers are supported by Cisco Intercloud Fabric for Business? (Choose three)

A. Amazon Hybrid Cloud
B. Microsoft Azure
C. Dell Cloud Computing
D. Cisco Hybrid Cloud Bundle in partnership with Dimention data
E. HP Cloud
F. Amazon Web Services: EC2 Classic and EC2 VPC

Answer: BDF

NEW QUESTION 13
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